Introduction
The Appell's functions F 1 , F 2 , F 3 and F 4 are generalizations of the Gauss hypergeometric function 2 F 1 [[8] , p. 224]. In particular, the first Appell's function F 1 is defined by means of the double series Appell's functions have physical applications in several problems of Quantum Mechanics. For example, they appear in the computation of transition matrices in atomic and molecular physics, such as the transitions that involve Coulombic continuum states [7] or ion-atom collisions [6] . They are also representations of the generalized Slater's and Marvin's integrals [24] and the solution of certain ordinary differential equations and partial differential equations [26] . In fact, there is an extensive mathematical literature devoted to the study of these functions: Sharma has obtained generating functions of the Appell's functions [23] . Some integral representations for F 1 and F 2 have been derived by Manocha [15] and Mittal [17] . The Laplace transforms of these functions have been obtained in [10] . Some reduction formulas for special values of the variables and contiguous relations for Appell's functions have been investigated by Buschman [1] , [2] . The Lie theory of the Appell's function F 1 has been discussed in [16] and [18] .
Carlson has investigated quadratic transformations of Appell's functions [4] and their role on multiple averages [3] . A numerical scheme to compute F 1 has been developed in [7] for complex values of the parameters and real values of the variables.
Complete convergent expansions of F 1 (a, b, c, d; x, y) for large values of x and/or y may be obtained from the expansions of the R−function derived by Carlson [5] . Although these expansions have an attractively simple structure, explicit computation of the terms of the expansions is not straightforward and the upper bound on the truncation error is not quite satisfactory [ [5] , sec. 5]. On the other hand, series for F 1 (a, b, c, d; x, y), except in logarithmic cases, may be obtained from the connection formulas given by Olsson [19] . The purpose of this paper is to obtain asymptotic expansions (in the form of a simple series) of The first step is to write the above integral as a generalized Stieltjes transform. For that purpose we perform the change of variable s = (1 + t) −1 in (1), obtaining:
or
where
Then, up to a factor, the Appell's function F 1 is a generalized Stieltjes transform of f F (t) or f 
and f 
and f
Carlson obtained asymptotic expansions of the integrals (2) and (3) for large x and/or y by using Mellin transform techniques. In this paper we use for the integral (2) an alternative approach based on the theory of distributions introduced by Wong [27] [ [28] , chaps. 5, 6], Estrada [9] and Pilipović et all [21] . This approach has been generalized in [11] and [14] to be applied to integrals of the form (3). We go a little bit forward in this paper and, in section 2, we extend the distributional asymptotic methods for generalized Stieltjes transforms from the case of real parameters to the case of complex parameters. We include in this section theorems about error bounds. In section 3 we apply these methods to the integrals (2) and (3), obtaining asymptotic expansions with error bounds for both: large x and fixed y and large x and y. Several numerical examples are shown as illustrations. A brief summary and a few comments are postponed to section 4.
Distributional approach with complex parameters
Let f (t) be a locally integrable function on [0, ∞) which satisfies
Then, asymptotic expansions (including error bounds) of the generalized Stieltjes transforms of f (t), (10) for large z and fixed x and y may be found in [ [28] , chap. 6], [ [21] , sec 4.4], [11] , [13] and [14] for real w, w 1 , w 2 and s and complex x, y, z. The purpose of this section is to generalize the theorems given there to the case of complex w, w 1 , w 2 and s. Therefore, in the following, we consider that the parameters w, w 1 , w 2 , x, y and z are complex and that f (t) is a locally integrable function on [0, ∞) which satisfies (9) . In the following, we use the notation introduced in [28] .
2.1. Asymptotic expansion of S f (w; z) and S f (w 1 , w 2 ; z) for large z We denote by S the space of rapidly decreasing functions and by <Λ, ϕ> the image of a tempered distribution Λ acting over a function ϕ ∈ S. Since f (t) in (9)-(10) is a locally integrable function on [0, ∞), it defines a distribution f :
The distributions associated with
where (s) k denotes the Pochhammer's symbol of s, and
Mention must be made here to the fact that these definitions of the distributions t α + are different from the standard definition given by analytic continuation [12] or by using the Hadamard finite part concept [9] . By using these definitions, asymptotic expansions of Stieltjes transforms (10)(a) for small z may be derived from the moment asymptotic expansion [ [9] , p. 135]. In [ [21] , sec. 4.4] we can find asymptotic expansions of (10)(a) for large and small z. In the remaining of the paper we use Wong's definition (11)- (13) and consider the method constructed from this definition [ [28] , chap. 6].
To assign a distribution to the function f n (t) introduced in (9), we first define recursively the k−esim integral f n,k (t) of f n (t) by f n,0 (t) ≡ f n (t) and
For s = 1, it is trivial to show that f n,n (t) is bounded on [0, T ] for any T > 0 and is
as t → 0 + . Therefore, for 0 < s ≤ 1 we can define the distribution associated to f n (t) by
Once we have assigned a distribution to each function involved in the identity (9), we are interested in finding an identity (if any) between these distributions. In fact, this relation is established in the following two lemmas. Lemma 1. For 0 < s < 1, n ≥ K + 1, and n ∈ N | , the identity 
Lemma 2.
For s = 1, n ≥ K + 1 and n ∈ N | , the identity
holds for any rapidly decreasing function ϕ ∈ S, where, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
where γ is the Euler constant and ψ the digamma function.
From this, by integration, it follows that
and where we have defined the integration constant 
which follows from [ [22] , p. 608, eq. 25].
To apply lemmas 1 and 2 to the first integral in (10) we choose a specific function in S:
where η > 0 and z / ∈ R | − ∪ {0} if w ≥ 1. We will need also the following lemma. Lemma 3. Let f (t) verify (9) . Then, for 0 < s ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, 2, ... and n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., the following identities hold, In order to apply lemmas 1 and 2 to the second integral in (10), we must choose another particular function of S,
We will need also the following lemma.
Lemma 4.
Let f (t) verify (9) . Then, for 0 < s ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, 2, ... and n = 1, 2, 3, ..., the following identities hold,
Proof. It is a straightforward generalization of the proofs of [ [14] , lemma 4] from real to complex values of s, w 1 and w 2 .
With these preparations, we are now able to obtain asymptotic expansions of the integrals (10) for large z in the following theorems.
Theorem 1. Let f (t) be a locally integrable function on [0, ∞) which satisfies (9) with
The remainder term is defined by
empty sums must be understood as zero and f n,n (t) is defined in (14) .
Proof.
For s = 1 it follows from lemmas 1 and 3 using the reflection formula of the gamma function. For s = 1, from lemmas 2 and 3 we obtain immediately formula (16).
Theorem 2. Let f (t) be a locally integrable function on [0, ∞) which satisfies (9) with
where, for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., the coefficients b k+1 are given by (15) 
(b). The remainder term R n (w; z) is given in (17).
Proof. From lemmas 2 and 3 we obtain immediately formulas (17) and (18) with b k+1 given in formula (15)(b).
where the coefficients A k and B k are defined by
and empty sums must be understood as zero. The remainder term is defined by
where f n,n (t) is defined in (14) .
Proof. It is similar to the proof of theorem 1, but using lemma 4 instead of lemma 3.
where empty sums must be understood as zero,
and (20) .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 2, but using lemma 4 instead of lemma 3.
Error bounds
In the following theorem we show that the expansions (16), (18), (19) and (21) given in the above theorems are in fact asymptotic expansions for large z. (16) , (18) , (19) and (21) , the remainder terms R n,s (w; z) and R n,s (w 1 , w 2 ; z) in these expansions verify,
Theorem 5. In the region of validity of the expansions
where the constants C n are independent of |z| (it may depend on the remaining parameters of the problem).
Proof. It is a straightforward generalization of the proof of [ [11] , theorem 5] to the case of complex parameters.
The bounds given in theorem 5 are not useful for numerical computations unless we are able to calculate the constants C n in terms of the data of the problem (w,
The following two propositions show that,
can be calculated in terms of this constant c n .
Proposition 1.
If, for 0 < s < 1, the remainder f n (t) in the expansion (9) of the function f (t) satisfies the bound |f n (t)| ≤ c n t −n− s ∀ t ∈ [0, ∞) for some positive constant c n then, the remainder R n,s (w; z) in the expansion (16) satisfies
and the remainder R n,s (w 1 , w 2 ; z) in the expansion (19) satisfies
and
Proof. Introducing the bound |f
Introducing this bound in the definition (17) 
for some positive constant c n then, the remainder R n,s (w; z) in the expansions (16) and (18) satisfies
wherec n ≡Max{c n , c n−1 + |a n−1 |} and
where is an arbitrary positive number,
For large z and fixed n, the optimum value for is given approximately by
The remainder R n,s (w 1 , w 2 ; z) in expansions (19) and (21) satisfies
With either i = 1 or i = 2. If x, y, z, w, w 1 and w 2 are positive real numbers, then
where is again an arbitrary positive number,
For large z and fixed n, the optimum value for is given by
The remainder R n,s (w 1 , w 2 ; z) in expansions (19) and (21) 
In order to obtain the bound (26) we divide the integral defining f n,n (t) in (14) by a fixed point u = ≥ t and use the bound |f n (t)| ≤ (c n−1 + |a n−1 |)t −n in the integral over [t, ] and the bound |f n (t)| ≤ c n t
On the other hand, ∀ t ∈ [0, ∞) we introduce the bound |f n (t)| ≤ c n t −n−1 in the integral definition of f n,n (t) and perform the change of variable u = tv. We obtain
We divide the integral in the right hand side of (17) at the point t = and use the bound (34) in the integral over [ , ∞) and the bound (33) in the integral over [0, ]. We obtain
Removing a factor |z| n+ w from the denominator in the integrand of the first and third integrals in the right hand side of (35) and using the bound | t/z +1| ≥ Θ(z, ) we easily obtain that those two integrals are bounded by (|z|Θ(z, )) −n− w . On the other hand, we perform the change of variable t → |z|t in the second integral in the right hand side of (35) and integrate by parts to obtain
Now, with the change of variable t → t/ + |z| −1 and using − log |z| ≤ log(t/ + |z| (26) .
To obtain (25) we use |f n (t)| ≤ c n t −n−1 and |f
Then, f n (t) satisfies the bound required in proposition 1 with s = 1/2 and c n replaced byc n . Repeating now the calculations of the proof of proposition 1 we obtain (25).
If we get rid of irrelevant terms for large z, the right hand side of (26), as function of , has a minimum for given in (29).
Bounds (30) are obtained using the inequality |t + xz| The following two lemmas introduce two families of functions f (t) which verify the bound |f n (t)| ≤ c n t −n− s ∀ t ∈ [0, ∞). Moreover, for these functions f (t), the constants c n can be easily obtained from f (t).
Lemma 5. Suppose f (t) verifies (9) with s > 0 and consider the function g(u)
is a bounded analytic function in the region W of the complex z−plane comprised by the points situated at a distance < σ from the positive real axis (see fig. 1 ), then,
where C is a bound of |g(z)| in W and 0 < r < σ.
Proof. From the asymptotic expansion (9) and the Lagrange formula for the remainder in the Taylor expansion of g(u) at u = 0, we have
Using the Cauchy formula for the derivative of an analytic function,
where C is a circle of radius r around ξ contained into the region W . Then, for fixed ξ and r, performing the change of variable z = ξ + re iθ , and using |g(ξ + re iθ )| ≤ C for θ ∈ [0, 2π) with C independent of θ, r and ξ, we obtain the wished result. (14) is real and unbounded and therefore, the analyticity region for g(z) must contain the positive real axis. The circle of radius r centered at ξ(u), with 0 < ξ(u) < u, used in the proof of lemma 5 must be contained in this region and therefore, r < σ.
Lemma 6. If the expansion (9) verifies the error test, then
Proof. A proof of the first inequality can be found in [ [20] , p. 68]. The second inequality follows from the first one, from sign(f n (t)) = sign(f n−1 (t)) and f n (t) = f n−1 (t) − a n−1 t n−1+s . For s = 1, the convergence of these expansions requires also that lim n→∞ n w−1 a n z −n = 0 or lim n→∞ n w 1 +w 2 −1 a n (vz) −n = 0 respectively.
Corollary 1. If f (t) verifies the hypotheses of lemma 5, then R n,s (w; z) and

Corollary 2. If the expansion (9) of f (t) verifies the error test, then
R n (w; z) and R n,s (w 1 , w 2 ; z) satisfy the bounds given in propositions 1 and 2 replacing c n by |a n | and c n−1 by 0. Moreover, the expansions given in theorems 1 and 2 are convergent when the coefficients a n in the asymptotic expansion (9) verify lim n→∞ n w−1 a n z −n = 0. The expansions given in theorems 3 and 4 are convergent when lim n→∞ n w 1 +w 2 −1 a n (vz) −n = 0, v ≡Min{|x|, |y|}.
Asymptotic expansions of the Appell's function F 1
In order to obtain asymptotic expansions of F 1 (a, b, c, d; x, y) for |x| → ∞ and/or |y| → ∞ we just apply theorems 1-4 to the integrals (2) or (3). Error bounds for the remainders are obtained from corollaries 1 and 2.
)) (Int(x) means the integer part of x) and the coefficients B
F k are defined in (8) . Coefficients B k are given by
If (1 + a − b) / ∈ Z / and n ≥ 0, a bound for the remainder is given by
where s ≡ 1 + a − b − K and h(z, b) was defined in (23) . We can take c n = |B 
In any case, we can take c n = C y r −n , where
W is the region considered in lemma 5 for
On the other hand, if (1 + a − b) ∈ Z / and n ≥ 0, n ∈ N | , two bounds for the remainder are given by
In these formulas,c n =Max{|B Proof. To obtain the expansion (36), just apply theorem 1 to the integral (2) with (8), w = b and s and K given above. After the change of variable
Then, the first term in (37) (40) and (41) respectively. Therefore, the bounds (38), (42) and (43) hold.
Using (41) and introducing in (38) and (42) the bound
where M is a constant independent of n, we obtain that
where the coefficients B F k are given in (8) and the coefficients B k are given by
For n ∈ N | , two bounds for the remainder are given by (42) and (43) Proof. To obtain the expansion (44), just apply theorem 2 to the integral (2) with 
Using the Cauchy formula for the derivative of an analytic function, we obtain
The coefficient B n in (44) is just b n+1 given by (15)(b) with a n = B + d − a, a − z − b) . Setting z = n + η, expanding these terms at η = 0 and using (46) we obtain (45). The bounds (42) and (43) are obtained as in corollary 3 (but using only proposition 2).
) and the coefficients A F k are defined in (6) . Coefficients B k are given by
If (1 + a − b − c) / ∈ Z / and n ≥ 0, a bound for the remainder is given by
where (23) and r and v where defined in (22) . In formula (49) we can take c n = |A
In any case, we can take c n = C, where
and W is the region considered in lemma 5 for
On the other hand, if (1 + a − b − c) ∈ Z / and n ≥ 0, the remainder in the expansion (47) satisfies Proof. To obtain the expansion (47), just apply theorem 3 to the integral (3) with Finally, using the same argument that we used at the end of the proof of the corollary 3, we obtain that, if |xz| > 1 and |yz| > 1, then lim n→∞ R (i) n = 0 and therefore, lim n→∞ R n (a, b, c, d ; xz, yz) = 0.
where coefficients A F k are given in (6) and coefficients B k , B k and C k+1 are given by
respectively.
The remainder in the expansion (53) satisfies the bounds (51) and (52). Moreover, the expansion (53) is convergent if |xz| > 1 and |yz| > 1.
Proof.
To obtain the expansion (53), just apply theorem 4 to the integral (3) with 
Coefficients C n+1 in (53) are given by b n+1 in (15)(b) with a n = A 
Numerical experiments
The following tables show numerical experiments performed with the program mathematica about the approximation and the accuracy of the error bounds supplied by corollaries 3-6. In these tables, the second column represents the integral F 1 (a, b, c, d; x, y) . The third and sixth columns represent the approximation given by corollaries 3, 4, 5 or 6 for n = 2 and n = 3 respectively. Fourth and seventh columns represent the respective relative errors, and fifth and last columns are the respective relative error bounds given in those corollaries. The c.p.u. time used by mathematica to compute a "correct" value of F 1 (by an undisclosed method) is of the order of 1 second, whereas the time used by mathematica to compute an approximation, including its error bound, is of the order of 10 −2 seconds. Table 2 : Approximation supplied by (36) and error bounds given by (38).
Parameter values: 
Conclusions
Asymptotic expansions of generalized Stieltjes transforms for complex values of the parameters have been derived in section 2, including error bounds. They extend to the complex case the known methods given in [27] , [[28] , chap. 6], [13] , [14] for real parameters. Using these methods we have derived four expansions of the first Appell's hypergeometric function F 1 in corollaries 3-6, including error bounds for the remainder. Moreover, these expansions are convergent when the asymptotic variable is large enough. Table 7 : Approximation supplied by (47) and error bounds given by (49).
When the parameters defining the function f (t) or f y (t) in the integral representation of the Appell's function F 1 (equations (2) and (3) respectively) verify the conditions given in (39) then, f (t) or f y (t) belong to a special kind of functions: the remainder term in their asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of t satisfies the error test. This fundamental property allows us to use corollary 2 to derive a more accurate error bound for the remainder in the asymptotic expansions of F 1 given in corollaries 3-6. These 1.7122688e-6 -1.7122686e-6 -1.5e-7 9.4e-6 1.7122688e-6 -9.e-10 9.89e-8 2.169836e-6i 2.169836e-6i 2.169836e-6i 6.e-6 -500, -650
1.5569377e-5 1.55691513e-5 1.4e-5 9.7e-5 1.55693768e-5 3.7e-8 6.6e-8 -1000, -1100 5.1555639e-6 5.1555424e- 6 4.1e-6 3.2e-5 5.1555638e-6 5.8e-9 1.1e-8 -1500, -2000 2.0549834e-6 2.05498025e-6
1.5e-6 1.5e-5 2.0549834e-6 1.3e-9 3.5e-9 2.153354e-6 -2.1533524e-6 -2.e-6 1.9e-5 2.153354e-6 -1.7e-9 4.67e-9 1.396248e-6i
1.39624e-6i 1.3962485e-6i Table 11 : Approximation supplied by (53) and error bounds given by Min{(51),(52)}.
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